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Abstract. This study compares three different
models for the calculation and prediction of
harmonious color combinations. Therefore a
dataset of user rated color combinations was
taken from a large online database. The user
rating was compared to the outcome of the three
models on this dataset in order to test the
performance of the models. The first model based
on the idea that color combinations are more
pleasing the greater their difference in
brightness. The second model is a slightly
modified version of Ou & Lou (2006) using
chromatic difference, lightness sum, lightness
difference and hue effect. The last model was
invented by us and is based on an experiment of
Polzella & Montgomery (1993). From the
outcome of their experiment we generated a
lookup table for single color rating. This rating
is then used in a formula, which is able to
evaluate the color harmony for color
combinations up to five colors. This model also
performed best in the overall comparison
between the three color harmony models.
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1. Introduction
Colors can be used according to their
physiological and psychological effects in order
to support human information processing and
thus enhance the usability of software [5]. They
can influence effectiveness and efficiency
directly while dimensions like satisfaction and
pleasantness will have an indirect effect on these
aspects [18][2]. Colors can guide the attention of
the end-user and at the same time create an
atmosphere that affects emotions. The careful
selection of appropriate colors can optimize
desired interactions and the effectiveness of a
task. As colors have symbolic meanings and

emotional effects they affect both Usability and
User Experience (UX). Guidelines for the use of
color in user interface design can be found in EN
ISO 9241-8.2 [8]. As interfaces have to consist
of at least two different colors it is of interest to
optimize color combinations, resp. color themes
in order to be pleasant and thereby supporting the
end-users cognitive performance [6].
This study is about modeling pleasant, resp.
“Harmonious color combinations”. These can be
defined as “Two or more colors seen in
neighboring areas producing a pleasing effect,
are said to produce a color harmony” [9]. This
harmony is crucial for usable interfaces,
especially if one wants to regard the dimensions
of UX, which represent a much wider point of
view than the function oriented Usability,
looking at individual interactions, thoughts,
feelings and perceptions [23].
Consequently when combining colors for an
interface both aspects have to be considered.
Using Harmonious color combinations can do
this. The question occurs, how harmonious color
combinations can be defined or even modeled.
Therefore several researches have been done,
e.g. [20][4][22][19], however these studies focus
on the relationship between two colors,
respectively foreground and background color.
Other studies on mathematical models for color
combination cover the influence on legibility and
readability [11][3][25]. As interfaces today
consist of more than two colors, we chose a
dataset with combinations consisting of five
colors for this study and tested the performance
of three different models for the prediction of
Harmonious Color Combinations.

2. Theoretical Background
This chapter covers some important aspects of
color perception and modeling color harmony.
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The theoretical background will be helpful to
understand the approaches of the applied models.

2.1. Color perception
The base for every visual experience is the
eye, which consists roughly of the lens, the retina
and the optical nerve. The lens focuses the
incoming light on the retina, which contains two
different types of photo receptors. These are rods
for monochromatic vision at night and cones,
which are color sensitive, require a higher level
of light intensity in order to be activated and thus
are used at daytime. The cones contain three
types of photo pigments to detect blue, green and
red at different wavelength. As the curves for
excitation of the receptors are overlapping to
some extend, light at a single wavelength will
more or less activate all three types. The
sensitivity of the photoreceptors depends on the
overall light level of the surrounding and
requires some time for adjustment. There is also
a minimum threshold for the receptors to be
activated. This minimum is varying per
wavelength with the highest sensitivity in the
center of the spectrum. Consequently blue and
red colors must have a higher intensity than
green or yellow colors in order to be perceived.

Figure 1. Relative sensitivity of the eye as a
function of wavelength (CIE Photopic
Luminous Efficiency function)

As mentioned the lens focuses the incoming
light on the retina whereby different wavelengths
of light are associated with different focal
lengths. For all pure hues the lens must change
its shape accordingly in order to focus the light
correctly, thereby longer wavelengths have a
longer focal length, i.e., red accords the longest
focal length and blue the shortest. So far the lens
curvature must change according to different
wavelength. The process of changing is called

accommodation. Red spectrum light requires the
greatest and blue the least curvature. An effect
occurring from this is that the mixture of pure
red and blue will cause constant accommodation
and thus tiring the eyes. Another effect related to
this is chromostereopsis, which describes that
some pure colors located at the same distance
appear to be at different distances, e.g. in a blue /
red pattern, the red color will appear closer. With
increasing age the lens absorbs more of the
shorter wavelength, consequently people become
more sensitive to longer wavelength light e.g.
yellow and orange while the sensitivity for
shorter wavelength light like blue decreases. The
fluid inside the eyeball also absorbs a part of the
incoming light. This absorption also increases
with age, which so far appears as brightness level
decreases [13][14][16]. Consequently for old
users one would design interfaces that prefer
warm and bright colors [7].
Colors guide the attention and communicate
structure and order if used appropriately.
Thereby the less frequently a color is used, the
better it will grab the user's attention. The
combination of too many colors makes the
display look cluttered, confuses the end-user,
makes tasks more complex, increases errors and
reduces productivity [24][17][10]. A reduction to
more or less five different colors is suggested
[21] and comprehensible regarding the paradigm
of cognitive psychology. Thereby the perception
of a color is regarded as an activation of a
cognitive unit [12]. The conscious mind can be
regarded as the pattern of activated units.
However the capacity is limited to more or less
five activated units, whereby the focus of
attention will determine the strength of
activation. So the reduction of the number of
important items, resp. colors if used as coding for
information as well as the redundant and
consistent use of color will support the cognitive
performance of the end-user. A further
optimization of cognitive performance can be
achieved taking into account associations
between color and distinctive emotions as well as
user expectations for certain color coding. Colors
are so omnipresent in everyday life that it seems
impossible having them not connected to
multiple cognitive units, so with the perception
of a color a whole network of these units, resp.
cognitions, is activated. Red for example will
mostly grab the attention as it evokes cognitions
like blood, hot, danger, excitement, warning,
stop or error, whereby green may produce
cognitions like Nature, calmness, hope, good or
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everything is alright [15]. The specific
associations shift slightly on the individual level
however there are certain associations for color
coding which are developed as a part of culture
or within certain contexts.

Surprisingly the combination of pleasant colors
did not necessarily result in a harmonious color
combination.

2.2. Modeling Color Harmony

This chapter covers the used dataset, models
and results. It describes how these models were
modified and applied to the new context of five
color combinations and how they performed on
the chosen dataset.

There have been several approaches to
generate models of color harmony, e.g. Helson &
Lansford [4] conducted a study wherein they
measured the effects of spectral energy
distributions of sources and colors of
backgrounds on the pleasantness of object colors.
They found that the principle factor
determining the pleasantness of color
combinations was brightness contrast, whereby
the best rated color combinations involved large
brightness differences between color and
background. The worst rated combinations on
the other hand showed little or no difference.
This conclusion was later found not to be
generally applicable [20]. Another study [25]
focused also on the combination of foreground
and background color, but in the context of
legibility, which describes the visual clarity of
text - in short legibility is how well one can see
the letters [1]. They found a luminance contrast
of 3:1 to be ideal and propose this measure as a
designing rule for selecting legible color
combinations.
A more comprehensive color harmony model
is described by Ou & Lou [19]. It combines four
different principles to determine harmonious
color
combinations,
namely
chromatic
difference, lightness sum, lightness difference
and the blue hue effect. Based on the prediction
performance of the model they propose four
color-harmony
principles
for
two-color
combinations. The first principle says that color
pairs with equal hues are more harmonious. The
second states that lighter component colors
correlate with higher color harmony scores. The
third principle encourages the use of a moderate
lightness difference between the components and
the fourth principle says that color pairs
consisting of blues tend to harmonize.
Polzella & Montgomery [20] found that the
more harmonious combinations involved colors
of similar brightness or similar hue, which
matches afore mentioned principles. The
parameter of saturation seems to have no effect
on color harmony. Therefore they determined the
pleasantness of 12 base colors and then let the
subjects rate combinations of these colors.

3. Methods and Materials

3.1. Dataset
The dataset for the present experiment
consisted of 20 different color combinations with
5 colors each. These combinations were taken
from
the
Adobe®
Kuler™
(http://
kuler.adobe.com) website, which is all about
creating color combinations online, resp. color
themes for user interfaces. Every created theme
can be rated, tagged, shared and commented by a
huge community and so far there’s a pool of
nearly 150.000 combinations whereof 7000 are
rated. We took the sample of the ten best rated
and ten worst rated color combinations. For all
single colors of the combinations the HSV and
Grayscale values were calculated.

3.2. Methods
Our research question was how the calculated
harmony of color combinations would match
with the user rating from the Adobe® Kuler™
community. Are afore mentioned principles (see
chapter 2.2) able to explain or even reconstruct
the sorting of the chosen dataset? Three different
models for calculation have been applied to the
dataset and the results have been compared. It
was expected for all models to find a significant
difference between the best and worst rated color
combinations.

3.1.1. Grayscale Variance Intersection
This model follows the assumption of Helson
& Lansford [4] that large differences in
brightness are more pleasant, resp. result in a
harmonious color combination. First all colors
were converted to a 1-100 % grayscale format, in
order to compare the grayscale variance. Then a
z-score test has been done on the variances, in
order to generate a standardized dataset of both
best and worst rated combinations. The
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intersection and standard error of the variances
was then calculated and visualized.

the distance to the nearest color from the lookup
table was calculated (see (3) & (4)).
(1) Color Harmony =  Pi with i=1 to 5
Where
P: pleasantness of single color
(2) P = F – ((m/n)*10)-x
Where
F: nearest lookup table color score, with
(3)
F = Min (F1,…,F12), with
(4)
Fi = (Horg - Hi)+(Sorg - Si) + (Vorg - Vi)
Where
Horg : Hue of color to compare
Hi : Hue of each color from LT
Sorg : Sat. of color to compare
Si : Sat. of each color from LT
Vorg : Value of color to compare
Vi : Value of each color from LT
m : # of colors with same score in the set
n : # of colors in the set
x = - 1 if G >= 50%
1 if G < 50%
Where
G : grayscale value

3.1.2. Color Harmony Intersection
Ou & Lou [19] propose a very comprehensive
model, which was applied to the dataset of the
present study. The metric of color harmony is
calculated as the sum of chromatic difference,
lightness sum, lightness difference and hue
effect. Chromatic difference is determined by
hue- and chroma difference. Lightness Sum
results from adding up lightness of components.
Lightness difference is specified as absolute
difference of lightness. The Hue Effect indicates
the mean color-harmony score for a specific hue
angle combined with all other hue angles.
As the original model covers only the
combination of two colors this model was
slightly modified to handle the five color
combinations of the chosen dataset. The original
formula is intended for pairs of colors, so we
chose the base color of every color combination
and the lightest, resp. darkest of the remaining
four colors. The base colors of the combinations
were defined by their creators, while the lightest
and darkest color was chosen by us using the
grayscale value. Then we calculated the
intersection of the resulting color harmony of the
two pairs.

Table 1. Lookup Table for Score (F)

3.1.3. Pleasantness Intersection
The
pleasantness
intersection
model
determines the pleasantness of every color of a
combination first, then sums up the outcome and
divides by the number of colors to get the color
harmony (see (1)). So this model defines the
combined pleasantness as color harmony value.
Polzella & Montgomery [20] had their subjects
rating 12 base colors in order to calculate a
pleasantness scale for these colors. We used this
scale to build a lookup table (LT) for our
pleasantness intersection model. Therefore the
original colors have been sorted by their
pleasantness value and then got a new rating with
one point for the worst color and 12 points for
the most pleasing color. White, black and pure
grey values get zero points. See Table 1 for
detailed information on the colors and scoring.
This score (F) was then used in the following
formula (see (2)) that determined the
pleasantness (P) of each color of a combination.
In order to get the score (F) for a certain color

So for example a dark red color gets less
points than a bright red, while a pink gets less
points because there is more magenta in it, which
is rated lower.

3.3 Results
The comparison of the intersection of
variances of the different colors of the
combinations, shown in figure 2, revealed that
the color combinations in the best-rated group
have a higher variance than the combinations in
the worst rated group. Using a z-Test and a 2nd
order polynomial trend graph revealed the same.
However, the standard error is very high and so
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far the grayscale variance model is uncertain for
predictions.
Pleasentness variance

Pleasentness Intersection

Greyscale variance

Greyscale Variance Intersection

Best rated

Worst rated

Figure 4. Pleasantness of best vs. worst
Best rated

Worst rated

4. Discussion

Figure 2. best rated have higher variance

The application of the color harmony model
in this context didn’t show any significant
differences between the two groups. Neither the
single comparison of base color vs. lightest and
darkest nor the comparison of the base color vs.
the average of lightest and darkest did show
anything significant. The variance of both groups
was equal and the correlation was low. The
standard error is very high as can be seen in
figure 3.

Color Harmony Variance

Color Harmony Intersection

Best rated

Worst rated

Figure 3. Color Harmony of best vs. worst

The calculation of the intersection of the
pleasantness of the color combinations revealed a
significant difference between the two groups as
shown in figure 4. The standard error is low and
so this model would be the preferred one to
predict the harmony of a color combination with
five colors.

Three different models for the calculation of
harmonious color combinations have been
applied to a dataset of user rated color
combinations. None of the models was able to
reconstruct the original sorting of the dataset,
however all distinguished more or less between
the two groups of best rated and worst rated
color combinations.
The grayscale variance model performed well
for the two groups. Nevertheless the high
standard error shows an uncertainty, which
suggests that the examination of grayscales is too
simple to explain the preferences of real endusers. So far the focus on brightness difference is
not generalizable but may be of use in
combination with other factors.
The color harmony intersection model
provides a very detailed measure of different
factors of harmony; however it fails to perform
well with five colors, resp. the way we used it.
This might be a problem of the formula, which
considers the order of the compared colors to be
crucial. Further there were only 3 of 25 possible
calculations for every color combination done, so
this could be still considered as topic for further
experiments.
The pleasantness intersection model was able
to distinguish significantly between the two
groups. It needs some refinement for handling
gray colors and testing with a larger dataset.
Nevertheless it performs wells and seems to be
able to predict harmonious combinations of
multiple
color
combinations.
Further
experiments with this model could be conducted
by varying the number of colors of the
combinations.
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